
NO SMOKING OR ILLEGAL DRUGS OF ANY KIND INSIDE CAMPER 

• We do not allow any smoking inside our rental campers. Whether it’s cigarettes, vaping or marijuana or any 

illegal drugs. If we detect that you have smoked inside the camper, we will charge you $100.00 per hour, it 

takes for us to clean the camper, with a minimum fee of $300.00.  

NO PETS INSIDE CAMPER AT ANY POINT  

• We do not allow any pets inside our camper, due to some of our customers having pet allergies. If we suspect 

you have had an animal inside our camper, we will charge you a $100.00 per hour cleaning fee, with a 

minimum charge being $300.00 

USING THE AWNING AT YOUR OWN RISK 

• The awnings on these campers are very expensive to repair or replace. We highly recommend that you do not 

use the awning at all. If you must use the awning, make sure to pull it in before any detection of a storm or 

strong winds. If the awning is broken, you will be charged a minimum fee of $500.00, with a maximum fee of 

$1,500.00 depending on the damages occurred.  

BE RESPECTFUL OF THE CAMPER, YOU ARE 100% RESPONSBILE  

• You are 100% responsible for the camper. If any damages, accidents, theft, lost items, fires...etc. happen to the 

camper while you are renting it, you will be charged accordingly to repair or replace whatever the situation is. 

Pick your guests wisely as you are responsible for their actions as well. Damages can be in the thousands of 

dollars, so to avoid you paying huge fees, please take care of the camper as it was your own & be respectful. 

CAMPER MUST BE CLEANED AT END OF RENTAL 

• You are responsible to clean the camper at the end of your rental period. This means, cleaning all surfaces, 

sweeping floors, mopping if necessary, cleaning the bathroom, cleaning the kitchen & emptying the 

fridge/freezer, removing all your items, throwing out trash, making beds if applicable. Washing the exterior if 

you towed the camper & it got dirty. If we must clean the camper after your rental you will be charged a 

$100.00 per hour cleaning fee.  

QUESTIONS ON YOUR RENTAL  

• If you come across questions on your rental, please call & ask for our service dept. 989-845-3189 they can be 

reached in the office on Mondays-Fridays from 9am-5pm and on Saturdays from 9am-2pm. we are closed on 

Sundays. It’s best to call & ask before you possibly break something. Also take advantage of your camping 

neighbors, most have been camping for many years and could quickly help answer a question. 
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THE REFRIDGERATOR/FREEZER TAKES HOURS TO GET COLD 

• Set the control panel on the front of the fridge/freezer to auto. Be aware the fridge/freezer on these RV’s are 

not like your household components. The RV fridges typically take 10-12 hours to cool, sometimes as long as 

24 hours. The more times you open the door, the longer it will take  for the fridge to cool down. Every minute the 

door is open, it takes an additional hour for the system to cool down. Your fridge/freezer will not cool if the RV is 

not on level ground.    

HOW THE AIR CONDITIONING WORKS  

• Make sure your doors & windows are closed. The more you open the door or windows, the harder the air has to 

work, the longer it takes to cool down. Set your a/c in the morning to desired temp, set the fan on high and let it 

run during the day, close all shades to keep UV rays out. Make sure to shut the a/c off before unplugging the 

camper from shore power. Keep in mind the a/c can only cool about 20 degrees less than outdoor temp. If it’s 

100 degrees outdoors, it will only get to about 80 degrees indoors in the camper. Use no more than 50 feet in 

total length of 30 amp, 110v shore power cord for the a/c to work efficiently. Never run a/c on 15amp 

adapater. 

USE ONLY RV TOILET PAPER  

• DO NOT use household toilet paper for your RV. You must use special RV toilet paper. Household toilet paper 

can not break down as easily and will clog the system creating major problems. RV toilet paper is designed to 

work for RVs and breaks down quickly. You can pick this up at camping stores, outdoor stores, RV dealers & 

Walmart. 

USE CHEMICALS IN THE TOILET TO PREVENT ODORS 

• Drop a chemical packet or pour a RV toilet chemical liquid into the toilet, then flush. Fill the bowl twice with 

water by holding the lever on the toilet half way open, and leave a small amount of standing water into the toilet 

bowl.  

LEVELING THE CAMPER 

• Place blocks under the stabilizer jacks, this will make it so the jacks to not have to extend as far, and will help 

the RV become more stable. Be sure to never over extend a jack. These are stabilizer jacks, not leveling jacks. 

The RV will need to be level for the fridge/freezer to work properly. Most smart phones you can download an 

app that has a level, place this on the floor inside the door and make sure you are level, if you did not bring a 

level already with you. 

FILLING THE FRESH WATER TANK 

• Use a potable hose (white only) to fill the fresh water tank or potable water tank on the outside of the RV. Turn 

on the water pump when the tank is about half full to pressurize the water system. Open one faucet at a time to 

remove any air in the system. When air no longer comes out of the faucet, shut it off and move to the next one.  

Shut off the water pump when the system has been pressurized and the pump stops. You will need to turn the 

water pump back on when you reach your campsite. It is a good idea to shut the water pump off when leaving 

the camper for several hours in case a possible leak develops. If your connected to city water at the campsite, 

there is no need to turn the water pump on or to fill the fresh water tank. Do not turn on the water heater unless 

the tank is full, or damages may occur.  



 

 

RV ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

• All of our campers are 30 amp system, 110v. If your at a campsite that has 50 amp, you must use a 50amp to 

30amp adapter. You will fry the electrical system. Make sure to NEVER plug into 220v. If your at home and want 

to plug in, you will need a 30amp to 15amp adapter. We generally provide these for you, or they can be 

purchased for under $5 at any camping store, RV dealership or Walmart. If your lights & radio are working, but 

the a/c or outlets are not working, this means you are running off only battery. Check your shore power 

connection, or you may have to check the GFI & reset the button, typically located on the bathroom outlet or 

sometimes in the kitchen. Never run your a/c while using a 15 amp adapter as this may build up a lot of heat 

and cause the adapter to melt or even catch fire. 

USING A GENERATOR  

• You will need a minimum of a 3,500 watt generator to run your a/c. We recommend using a 5,500 watt 

generator to give you enough power to run other items such as the microwave or a hair dryer. Make sure you 

have the correct adapters needed for the generator to connect to the camper. If renting a generator, let them 

know you will be plugging in a 30 amp camper and they should provide you with what you need.  

RV BATTERY 

• The battery provides your camper with 12 volt power, this is needed to operate the lights, water pump, radio 

and basic functions. The battery cannot run your microwave or a/c. The propane will be able to run your 

furnace, stove/oven.   

CHECK YOUR MONITOR PANEL FOR TANK LEVELS 

• The monitor panel should be located somewhere near the door of the RV. It will have different levels for items 

such as battery, grey tank, black tank, fresh water. Check these levels while camping to make sure your tanks 

don’t overfill or that you have enough water. Your black tank is your sewage toilet tank.   

TAKING A SHOWER IN THE RV 

• Your water supply is very limited. It is suggested that you take a very quick shower. You should first wet your self 

down quickly then shut the water off. Apply soap & lather, then turn the water back on and quickly rinse. This 

will help save on water usage, especially if you have multiple guests or are camping for several days. 
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